
 



MIBS GROUP VIP TRAVEL  

Welcomes you in Ukraine! 

 

 

Our services includes: 

Hotel reservation 

Booking of rail and air tickets 

Comfortable transport 

Guiding services 

Personal manager coordination 24/7 

Visa support 

 



We offer accommodation in Kiev’s 

 with  

best hotels & best prices. 

You can choose any hotel of our 
beautiful city  

And 

 we will give you our best price  

for individual or group staying. 

 



The target audience of Raziotel hotels 

 is  

business guests, sportsmen, students 
and economy tourists.  

Raziotel hotels offer contemporary 
travelers everything they need at 

reasonable price: modern rooms of 
European 3 star level, free breakfast 

and Wi-Fi, high-quality service which 
is traditional for Reikartz Hotel Group 

hotels.  



The Hotel clambered upon a hill 
in the very heart of the business 

and tourist districts of the capital.  

 

The famous artery street - 
Khreshchatyk - is just few steps 

away.  

 

Palats Sportu metro station is 
located near-by, and the Hotel 

offers the views of the Olympic 
Stadium - the main sports arena 

in Kyiv.  

 



 Guest arrival  
 Meet and greet 
 Transfer to Hotel  
 Meeting with guide 
 Evening relax program for good mood  

 



 Breakfast in the hotel 
 10.00-13.00 City tour of Kyiv 
 13.00-14.00 Lunch in the city center 
 14.30-16.00 Visit to St.Sophia Cathedral (Optional). Free time in the city 

 



Kiev is one of the most beautiful cities of Europe, stretching along picturesque banks 

of the river Dnepr. Rich history of the city is embodied in its ancient architectural 

monuments. You will see such beautiful places as St. Archangel Michael’s Golden 

Domes Monastery built in 12th centre, Golden Gates - the main triumphal entrance of 

ancient Kiev; St. Vladimir Cathedral built in the 19th century. The cathedral is a 

unique monument of architecture and arts due to its murals executed by the famous 

Russian artists of the 19th century: V. Vasnetsov, M. Nesterov, M. Vrubel and others. 

Journey along the main street of Kiev - Kreschatik Street. 

 


